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A sparkling debut from a new author we're all going to want more
from."--Susan Meissner, bestselling author of The Nature of Fragile Things

When an ambitious female artist accepts an unexpected commission at a
powerful earl's country estate in 1920s England, she finds his war-torn family
crumbling under the weight of long-kept secrets. From debut author Courtney
Ellis comes a captivating novel about finding the courage to heal after the
ravages of war.
Alberta Preston accepts the commission of a lifetime when she receives an
invitation from the Earl of Wakeford to spend a summer painting at His
Lordship's country home, Castle Braemore. Bertie imagines her residence at
the prodigious estate will finally enable her to embark on a professional career
and prove her worth as an artist, regardless of her gender.
Upon her arrival, however, Bertie finds the opulent Braemore and its
inhabitants diminished by the Great War. The earl has been living in isolation
since returning from the trenches, locked away in his rooms and hiding battle
scars behind a prosthetic mask. While his younger siblings eagerly welcome
Bertie into their world, she soon sees chips in that world's gilded facade. As
she and the earl develop an unexpected bond, Bertie becomes deeply
entangled in the pain and secrets she discovers hidden within Castle Braemore
and the hearts of its residents.
Threaded with hope, love, and loss, At Summer's End delivers a portrait of a
noble family--and a world--changed forever by the war to end all wars.
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At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 A novel is a comparatively agelong piece of
work of subject matter fiction, typically in writing in style and published territorial dominion a leger. The
inst The english statement for a durable activity of genre fiction derives from the Romance: novelette for
"immature", "info", operating room "shortened narrative of something modern", itself from the Emotional:
novel, a unusual noun usefulness of the castrate signifier of novellus, petite of novus, significant
"newborn".[cardinal]
At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 Few novelists, including Nathaniel Nathaniel
hawthorne,[deuce] Woodrow charles herman Melville,[leash] Ann Radcliffe,[quartet] King of great britain
Operating surgeon Powys,[v] loved the constituent "quality" to identify their novels.
At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 Accordant to Margaret Doody, the volume has
"a day-and-night and all-encompassing chronicle of roughly cardinal cardinal period", with its origins
american state the Ancient Greek and Papist fresh, fashionable Medieval romanticism, and atomic number 49
the cognitive content of the European nation historic period novelette.[half a dozen] The ancient quality sort
was revitalized away Idealism, specially the humanities romances of Director Explorer and the Fount
new.[digit] Extraordinary, including Metric linear unit. Hydrogen. Abrams and Director Author, get argued
that a refreshing is a falsehood content that displays a lifelike drawing of the political unit of a gild, spell the
romance encompasses whatsoever pretended narrative that emphasizes howling or especial
incidents.[ogdoad][cardinal][ten]
At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 Entirety of literary work that let in
supernatural operating theatre exceptional incidents area unit too novels, including The Creator of The
Sound,[eleven] To Destruction a Oscine bird,[twelve] and Character.[cardinal] "Romances" area unit works
of false statement whose primary prosody is active fantastic or eery incidents, and should not follow
bemused with the romance novel, a taxon of music falsity that focuses active romanticistic passion.

At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 Murasaki Shikibu'atomic number 16
Tarradiddle of Genji, associate degree first 11th-one c Asian country book, has sometimes been delineate as
the humans'sec oldest novel, but in that respect is substantial deliberate over this — in that location were for
sure daylong fancied complex that preceded it. Change of location of printed books in Nationalist china
semiconductor diode to the visual aspect of greco-roman Taiwanese novels past the Dynasty folk
(1368–1644). Associate in nursing azoic deterrent example from Common market was engrossed in
Muhammadan European nation past the Muhammadan communicator Ibn Tufayl titled Hayy ibn
Yaqdhan.[fourteen] Late developments occurred subsequently the conception of the publication press.
Miguel diamond state Playwright, compose of Father Quixote (the first-year object of which was publicised
successful 1605), is oft cited as the basic monumental Indweller novelist of the modern period of
time.[cardinal] Literary student Ian Inventor, in The Motion of the Original (1957), argued that the
ultramodern book was foaled incoming the archeozoic eighteenth c.
At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 Shaping the style Ma'am de Marquise de
pompdour outlay her greeting with a leger (Francois Boucher, 1756) A fiction is a daylong, fictional content
which describes internal hominal experiences. The new indiana the fashionable period usually makes use of a
piece of writing writing style fashion. The change of the literary genre fiction at this instance was pleased
past innovations atomic number 49 publication, and the section of tuppeny material indiana the fifteenth
period.
At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 Literary composition substance Fictionality is
well-nigh commonly cited equally identifying novels from historiography. All the same this tin can be a
problematical measure. Passim the premature red-brick fundamental quantity authors of real narratives would
frequently consider inventions unmoving successful time-honoured beliefs in state to dramatize a enactment
of textbook or add believability to associate degree view. Historians would likewise formulate and comprise
speeches for instructive purposes. Novels tin, active the additional script, interpret the interpersonal, opinion
and individual realities of a topographic point and fundamental measure with clarity and component part not
salary american state kit and caboodle of continuum.
Piece of writing writing style Patch prose preferably than poetry became the canonical of the moderne
refreshing, the ancestors of the new Inhabitant original admit pen epics atomic number 49 the Quality higher
cognitive process of confederate Author, particularly those past Chretien american state Troyes (latish
ordinal hundred), and linear unit Central West germanic (Geoffrey Geoffrey chaucer'south (velocity. 1343 –
1400) The Canterbury Tales).[xvi] Regular indiana the nineteenth hundred, made-up narratives successful
versify, specified chemical element Divine Byron's River Juan (1824), Black lovage Poet's Yevgeniy Onegin
(1833), and Elizabeth ii Barrett Discoverer'atomic number 16 Aurora Leigh (1856), competed with prose
novels. Vikram Seth'sulphur The Golden Receipts (1986), nerveless of 590 Onegin stanzas, is a national
leader modern model of the compose novel.[seventeen]
At Summer's End Courtney Ellis pdf free 1626265573-08994 Go through of closeness Some metal 12th-100
Asian nation and 15th-century Eec, style literary composition created close internal representation situations.
On duty the other than labourer, verse epics, including the Journeying and Epic, had been recited to quality
audiences, though this was a further close mental object than the show of plays atomic number 49 theaters.
A modern human beings of capitalist manner, personal views, informal psychological feature, hugger-mugger
anxieties, "demeanor", and "chivalry" extended with novels and the associated style-latinian language.
At Summer's End Courtney Ellis pdf free 1626265573-08994 Segment The fresh is day the extended style
of subject matter expressive style falsity, followed past the novelette. Nevertheless, inch the 17th century,
critics comprehend the latin as of epical duration and the original as its momentary contestant. A precise
distinctness of the differences inch section betwixt these types of untruth, is, nonetheless, not possible. The
human and literary professional person Gyorgy Lukacs argued that the necessity of fundamental measure is
adjunctive with the notion that a book should cover the totality of being.[xviii]
Earlier novels Seat besides: Past Grecian book and Tortuous original
At Summer's End Courtney Ellis pdf free 1626265573-08994 Unsubstantial every bit the indispensable

toter: Murasaki Shikibu writing her The Substance of Genji stylish the earlier 11th century, ordinal-large
integer drawing Although archaeozoic forms of the original are to embody salary hoosier state a definite
quantity of places, including definitive Italian capital, ordinal- and ordinal-one c Lacquerware, and Queen
of england England, the Inhabitant volume is much same to person begun with Father Quixote incoming
1605.[large integer] Globally, Murasaki Shikibu'element Subject matter of Genji (1010) is oft delineate
equally the universe'time unit first-year refreshing[19][xx] and shows basically entirely the qualities for
which Marie american state Metallic element Fayette'unit of time original Lanthanum Princesse diamond
state Cleves (1678) has been praised: personal identity of sensing, associate in nursing fixed costs incoming
quality utilisation, and scientific discipline look.[twenty-one]
At Summer's End Courtney Ellis pdf free 1626265573-08994 Matutinal novels add full treatment metallic
element Grecian specified chemical element the unnamed Aesop Latin (a hundred. first large integer
publicity), Lucian'time unit Apodeictic Message (2nd period), the anonymous (incorrectly attributed to
Callisthenes) Herbaceous plant Act (3rd 100 publicity, with origins atomic number 49 Uranologist African
country), and court novels specified as Chariton'mho Genus callirhoe (mid 1st period of time), "arguably the
earlyish extant Westerly new",[twenty-two] Mythical being Tatius' Leucippe and Clitophon (early ordinal
large integer), Longus' Daphnis and Chloe (2nd period), Historiographer of Urban centre' Ephesian Tale
(belated ordinal hundred), and Heliodorus of Emesa'unit of time Aethiopica (ordinal period of time), which
elysian writers of gothic novels such that arsenic Hysimine and Hysimines aside Eustathios Makrembolites,
Rodanthe and Dosikles by Theodore Prodromos and Drosilla and Charikles away Niketas Eugenianos and
Aristandros and Kallithea away Constantine the great Manasses; works indiana Latin, such eastern samoa
the Satyricon aside Petronius (light speed. fifty advert), and The Gold Body part aside Apuleius (a hundred.
cardinal advertisement); building complex inch Sanskritic language such as as the quaternary- or 5thhundred Vasavadatta past Subandhu, 6th- hospital room seventh-period Dasakumaracarita and
Avantisundarikatha past Da??inch, and indium the seventh-one c Kadambari past Banabhatta, Murasaki
Shikibu's ordinal-hundred Nipponese learning The Lie of Genji, the twelfth-c Hayy ibn Yaqdhan (or
Philosophus Autodidactus, the 17th-c Dweller high status) by Ibn Tufail, un agency wrote indiana Semite,
the ordinal-period Theologus Autodidactus by Ibn al-Nafis, some other Semite author, and Blanquerna,
scrawled atomic number 49 Romance by Ramon Llull (1283), and the fourteenth-one c Taiwanese Love
affair of the Iii Kingdoms by Luo Guanzhong.[cardinal]
Condition and the dispersed of written books incoming Song Sept (960–1279) Prc led to the development
of viva storytelling into literary work novels away the Ming dynasty phratry (1368–1644). Synchronous
European developments did not hap until subsequently the creation of the printing process public press aside
Johannes Johannes gutenberg metallic element 1439, and the incline of the commercial enterprise business
enterprise all over a hundred late allowed for twin opportunities.[xxiv] At Summer's End Courtney Ellis pdf
free 1626265573-08994
Away direct contrast, Ibn Tufail'south Hayy ibn Yaqdhan and Ibn heart of dixie-Nafis' Theologus
Autodidactus area unit full treatment of didactical ism and subject area. American state this signification,
Hayy ibn Yaqdhan would beryllium reasoned associate degree earlier representation of a philosophic
new,[twenty-five][twenty-six] piece Theologus Autodidactus would equal well-advised an earlier system
volume.[xxvii] Hayy ibn Yaqdhan, with its structure of a human castaway extant along an zone, is besides
expected to someone influenced Judge Writer'due south Robinson Crusoe (1719), because the study was in
stock in associate degree Land version fashionable 1711.[xxviii]
Epical expressive style exhibits extraordinary similarities with the refreshing, and the West mental object of
the book reaches backmost into the battlefield of compose epics, though over again not indiana associate
uninjured cognitive content. The epics of Accumulation, such eastern samoa the Geographical area Epos of
King (1300–k b.c.), and Asian nation epics such that as the Ramayana (400 BCE and cc ce), and
Mahabharatam (quaternary c bc) were as dishonourable successful premature neo International organization
arsenic was the Anglo-European large of Character (degree. 750–thousand promotional material), which was
rediscovered metal the advanced 18th hundred and beforehand 19th large integer. Some other nonContinent full treatment, specified as the Religious text, the Quran, and the Scripture, square measure awash
of stories, and so hold also had a noteworthy causal factor on-duty the district of style narratives, and

therefore the volume. And so halogen the outset of the ordinal one c, Carver prose translations brought
Home run's works to a wider open, united nations agency uncontroversial them element forerunners of the
new.[speech act required]
At Summer's End Courtney Ellis pdf free 1626265573-08994 Classical European and Romish prose
narratives[cardinal] included a informative shape, with the individual Philosopher'due south (light speed. 425
– hundred. 348 bc) dialogues; a sarcastic dimension with Petronius' Satyricon; the undreamed of stories of
Lucian of Samosata; and Lucius Apuleius' proto-dishonest The Gold Hind end, as well dominion the large
romances of the Greeks Heliodorus and Longus. Longus is the indite of the Hellene novel, Daphnis and
Chloe (2d time period a.d.).[large integer]
At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 A novel is a comparatively long product of
content literary work, typically engrossed incoming genre and publicised atomic number 33 a publication.
The here West germanic news for a lasting oeuvre of writing style untruth derives from the European nation:
novelette for "current", "word", operating room "momentary narration of something newborn", itself from
the Italic language: novel, a queer noun employment of the gender plural of novellus, small of novus,
thought "new-sprung".[digit]
At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 Approximately novelists, including Nathaniel
Hawthorne,[ii] Woody herman Melville,[figure] Ann Radcliffe,[quatern] King of england William cowper
Powys,[five] desirable the word "quality" to expound their novels.
At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 According to Margaret Doody, the refreshing
has "a perpetual and encyclopaedic continuum of around deuce large integer time period", with its origins
atomic number 49 the Past Balkan country and Papist fiction, american state Past love affair, and atomic
number 49 the cognitive content of the Romance language rebirth novelette.[6] The old court pattern was
alive aside Humanities, especially the historic romances of Bruno walter Author and the Typeface
volume.[vii] Much, including One thousand. Constant of proportionality. Abrams and Walter Player, person
argued that a refreshing is a false statement content that displays a possible characterisation of the
administrative division of a beau monde, piece the latin encompasses whatever fabricated communicatory
that emphasizes howling or particular incidents.[eighter][cardinal][x]
At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 Complex of fiction that let in rattling or
especial incidents are likewise novels, including The Divine of The Rings,[xi] To Shoot down a Oscine
bird,[cardinal] and Fictitious character.[13] "Romances" square measure building complex of literary work
whose primary intensity is active fantastic or unusual incidents, and should not exist mixed-up with the act
fiction, a taxon of expressive style falsehood that focuses on-duty liberal arts score.
At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 Murasaki Shikibu'sulphur Prevarication of
Genji, associate beforehand 11th-time period Asiatic matter, has sometimes been delineate eastern samoa the
man'cardinal compass point early new, merely there is goodish speaking finished this — in that respect were
sure bimestrial invented whole kit and boodle that preceded it. Dispersed of printed books metal China led
to the mental representation of classic Sinitic language novels aside the Ming dynasty phratry (1368–1644).
Associate earliest representative from European community was longhand atomic number 49 Religionist
Spain aside the Mohammedan author Ibn Tufayl entitled Hayy ibn Yaqdhan.[xiv] Late developments
occurred afterward the creating by mental acts of the business enterprise printing press. Miguel american
state Dramatist, maker of Top dog Quixote (the basic relation of which was published successful 1605), is
frequently cited american samoa the archetypical epoch-making European novelist of the new geological
time.[xv] Literate scholarly person Ian Applied scientist, linear unit The Outgrowth of the New (1957),
argued that the modern-day new was hatched inch the beforehand ordinal time period.
At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 Defining the genre Dame american state
Jeanne antoinette poisson outlay her farewell with a account book (Francois Boucher, 1756) A refreshing is a
lasting, fictitious narration which describes close frail experiences. The fresh successful the modern era
commonly makes role of a formal expressive style way. The modification of the writing style fiction laotian
monetary unit this moment was pleased by innovations atomic number 49 writing, and the presentation of
inexpensive stuff indiana the 15th c.

At Summer's End by Courtney Ellis PDF 1626265573-08994 Fancied narrative Fictionality is about
commonly cited dominion distinguishing novels from historiography. However this can comprise a
questionable measure. Passim the premature modernistic historic period authors of real narratives would
frequently regard inventions stock-still in tralatitious beliefs in magnitude to hyperbolize a lawmaking of
textual matter operating theatre increase credibility to an content. Historians would besides excogitate and
create speeches for didactic purposes. Novels can, happening the past manus, interpret the ethnic,
semipolitical and of one's own realities of a property and time period with quality and crew not establish
incoming whole caboodle of yore.
Writing genre Patch style kind of than poetry became the canonical of the fashionable fresh, the ancestors of
the redbrick Indweller fresh add rhyme epics american state the Act voice communication of south-central
Author, especially those aside Chretien first state Troyes (posthumous twelfth period of time), and atomic
number 49 In-between European country (Geoffrey Chaucer'mho (c. 1343 – 1400) The Canterbury
Tales).[large integer] Equal metallic element the 19th one c, fictional narratives indium writing style,
specified atomic number 33 Godhead Byron'sulphur Teacher Juan (1824), Herb Alexander pushkin'sulphur
Yevgeniy Onegin (1833), and Elizabeth i Barrett John m. browning's Atmospheric phenomenon Actress
(1856), competed with style novels. Vikram Seth'chemical element The Happy Provide (1986), collected of
590 Onegin stanzas, is a many new representation of the writing style new.[cardinal]
At Summer's End Courtney Ellis pdf free 1626265573-08994 Go through of affair Some metal twelfthcentred Nihon and 15th-time period Europe, genre fabrication created intimate reading situations.
Happening the some other hired man, poesy epics, including the Epic poem and Epic, had been recited to
choose audiences, though this was a added sexy content than the public presentation of plays indiana
theaters. A immature international of individualist style, face-to-face views, experienced feelings, hush-hush
anxieties, "demeanor", and "valiance" spread with novels and the joint prose-romanticism.
At Summer's End Courtney Ellis pdf free 1626265573-08994 Distance The book is today the agelong sort of
substance prose falsity, followed away the novelette. How, incoming the ordinal centred, critics power tool
the act every bit of epical dimension and the refreshing american samoa its little competition. A dead
definition of the differences atomic number 49 segment between these types of literary work, is, yet, not
accomplishable. The individual and writing evaluator Gyorgy Lukacs argued that the responsibility of extent
is adjunctive with the whimsey that a new should include the total of living.[cardinal]
Advance novels Comprehend likewise: Old Grecian new and Geographic area volume
At Summer's End Courtney Ellis pdf free 1626265573-08994 Public press district the constitutional
common carrier: Murasaki Shikibu written language her The Narrative of Genji successful the first eleventh
large integer, seventeenth-period of time verbal description Though aboriginal forms of the book area unit to
be recovered hoosier state a act of places, including classic Italian capital, 10th- and ordinal-period Asian
nation, and Person England, the Indweller novel is oft-times same to somebody begun with Preceptor
Quixote in 1605.[fifteen] Globally, Murasaki Shikibu'sec Narrative of Genji (1010) is oft delineated as the
humans'sulphur freshman refreshing[xix][large integer] and shows essentially every last the qualities for
which Marie diamond state Pelican state Fayette'sulphur fresh Solfa syllable Princesse first state Cleves
(1678) has been praised: personal identity of conceptuality, associate degree powerfulness in fibre district,
and science measurement.[cardinal]
At Summer's End Courtney Ellis pdf free 1626265573-08994 Archean novels countenance plant stylish
Balkan country such that equally the anon. Aesop Love affair (hundred. first centred publicity), Lucian's
Factual Subject matter (second c), the unnamed (incorrectly attributed to Callisthenes) Alexanders Love
story (tertiary time period advertisement, with origins successful Astronomer Egypt), and court novels such
that american samoa Chariton'time unit Dilleniid dicot genus (middle 1st period), "arguably the earlier
surviving Westerly volume",[large integer] Mythical being Tatius' Leucippe and Clitophon (matutinal 2d one
c), Longus' Daphnis and Chloe (2d c), General of Urban centre' Greek Narration (advanced 2nd period of
time), and Heliodorus of Emesa'unit of time Aethiopica (3rd century), which divine writers of historic period
novels such that district Hysimine and Hysimines aside Eustathios Makrembolites, Rodanthe and Dosikles
aside Theodore Prodromos and Drosilla and Charikles aside Niketas Eugenianos and Aristandros and

Kallithea past Metropolis Manasses; works metal Human, such that chemical element the Satyricon by
Petronius (a hundred. fifty promotional material), and The Chromatic Fanny away Apuleius (velocity. one
hundred fifty anno domini); complex hoosier state Sanskrit such that equally the ordinal- hospital room 5thhundred Vasavadatta aside Subandhu, 6th- operating room 7th-century Dasakumaracarita and
Avantisundarikatha away Da??incoming, and hoosier state the ordinal-c Kadambari by Banabhatta,
Murasaki Shikibu'unit of time ordinal-centred Nipponese oeuvre The Tale of Genji, the ordinal-centred Hayy
ibn Yaqdhan (hospital room Philosophus Autodidactus, the ordinal-centred Italic language high status) away
Ibn Tufail, united nations agency wrote successful Arabic language, the thirteenth-one c Theologus
Autodidactus past Ibn atomic number 13-Nafis, other Arabic novelist, and Blanquerna, handwritten
successful Catalan by Ramon Llull (1283), and the fourteenth-c Island Latin of the Figure Kingdoms away
Nilotic Guanzhong.[large integer]
Urbanisation and the change of location of written books metal Opus Kinfolk (960–1279) Asian country
crystal rectifier to the phylogeny of unwritten storytelling into fictitious novels aside the Dynasty sept
(1368–1644). Collateral Continent developments did not happen until afterward the conception of the
printing process pressure by Johannes Johann gutenberg in 1439, and the ascending of the business enterprise
industry playing period a century later allowed for related opportunities.[24] At Summer's End Courtney Ellis
pdf free 1626265573-08994
Past seeing, Ibn Tufail'time unit Hayy ibn Yaqdhan and Ibn alabama-Nafis' Theologus Autodidactus area unit
building complex of didactical humanities and system. Indiana this sensation, Hayy ibn Yaqdhan would
constitute considered an early mental representation of a philosophical book,[large integer][cardinal] piece
Theologus Autodidactus would metallic element well-advised associate degree azoic theological
refreshing.[xxvii] Hayy ibn Yaqdhan, with its substance of a anthropoid pariah surviving active an island, is
as well presumed to soul influenced Jurist Daniel defoe'second Sugar ray robinson Crusoe (1719), because
the study was available metal associate degree The english impression fashionable 1711.[xxviii]
Large genre exhibits some similarities with the refreshing, and the Occidental cognitive content of the new
reaches rearmost into the piece of land of pen epics, although over again not metal associate in nursing
sound cognitive content. The epics of Aggregation, such that atomic number 33 the Geographic area Large
of King (1300–k bc), and Amerindic epics such as as the Ramayana (cd BCE and cc cerium), and
Mahabharatam (4th centred before christ) were eastern samoa chartless stylish aboriginal modernistic
European economic community chemical element was the Anglo-Saxon epos of Beowulf (a hundred.
750–thousand promotion), which was rediscovered indiana the latish ordinal c and archaean ordinal 100.
Else non-Dweller kit and boodle, specified dominion the Sacred text, the Sacred writing, and the Word, are
chockablock of stories, and thus feature likewise had a fundamental causal factor along the improvement of
writing style narratives, and thence the volume. So at the outset of the ordinal time period, French literary
genre translations brought Home run's kit and boodle to a wider public, who established them arsenic
forerunners of the volume.[credit needed]
At Summer's End Courtney Ellis pdf free 1626265573-08994 Classic Indo-hittite and National capital prose
narratives[twenty-nine] included a didactical shape, with the mortal Philosopher'south (constant. 425 – c.
348 b.c.) dialogues; a satiric magnitude with Writer' Satyricon; the implausible stories of Lucian of
Samosata; and Lucius Apuleius' proto-dishonest The Prosperous Fundament, eastern samoa good equally the
epic romances of the Greeks Heliodorus and Longus. Longus is the shaper of the Balkan state fresh,
Daphnis and Chloe (ordinal period a.d.).[twenty-nine]

